
Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12: The Ultimate
Crime Fiction Collection
Are you a fan of crime fiction? Do you enjoy immersing yourself in thrilling
mysteries that keep you on the edge of your seat? If so, then the Rafferty
Llewellyn Boxed Set 12 is the ultimate collection you need to add to your reading
list!

With its intriguing characters, gripping plots, and intricate storytelling, this boxed
set is guaranteed to transport you into a world of crime and suspense. Featuring
twelve novels from the acclaimed Rafferty Llewellyn series, this collection is a
must-have for any crime fiction enthusiast.

Why Choose the Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12?

1. A Complete Series: This boxed set includes all twelve novels from the Rafferty
Llewellyn series, allowing you to enjoy the entire story arc without any
interruptions. You'll get to know the characters intimately and witness their
evolution throughout the series.
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2. Engrossing Characters: Rafferty Llewellyn, the series' protagonist, is a flawed
but relatable detective who will quickly become your favorite crime-solving
companion. His wit, intelligence, and unorthodox methods make him a refreshing
and memorable character.

3. Captivating Plots: Each novel in the Rafferty Llewellyn series is meticulously
crafted, offering intricate plotlines that will keep you guessing until the very end.
From high-stakes investigations to shocking revelations, you'll be hooked from
the first page.

4. Immersive World-Building: Author Geraldine Evans has created a rich and vivid
world for the Rafferty Llewellyn series, bringing the gritty streets of the fictional
town of Elmhurst to life. You'll find yourself fully immersed in the setting, making
the reading experience even more enjoyable.

5. A Perfect Blend of Mystery and Humor: While crime and suspense take center
stage in the Rafferty Llewellyn series, the novels also offer a healthy dose of
humor. Rafferty's sarcastic quips and witty banter provide light-hearted moments
amidst the tension, creating a perfect balance.

The Long Descriptive Keyword for Alt Attribute: Rafferty Llewellyn
Boxed Set 12 - Crime Fiction Collection

When browsing the web, it's important to have relevant and descriptive keywords
for alt attributes. In the case of the Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12, the long
descriptive keyword for the alt attribute could be "Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12
- Crime Fiction Collection." This keyword accurately depicts the content of the
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article and helps search engines understand the context of the image linked to
the alt attribute.

The Ultimate Crime Fiction Collection: Long Tail Clickbait Title

If you're searching for the ultimate crime fiction collection, look no further! The
Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12 is here to satisfy your cravings for thrilling
mysteries, unforgettable characters, and captivating storytelling. Get ready to
embark on a reading journey that will keep you up all night, eagerly turning the
pages to uncover the truth. Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to
immerse yourself in the world of Rafferty Llewellyn!

So, what are you waiting for? Grab a copy of the Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12
today and get ready for an exhilarating crime fiction experience like no other.
Prepare to be enthralled, entertained, and left begging for more!
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‘I liked Ms Evans tortured
detective, DI Joe Rafferty
from the first page.’

*
RAFFERTY & LLEWELLYN BOOKS 9 – 12
*
Blood on the Bones #9
A Thrust to the Vitals #10
Death Dues #11
All the Lonely People #12
*
BLOOD ON THE BONES
*
‘Clever plotting and polished prose make this a cracking good British police
procedural.’ BOOKLIST
*
Lapsed Catholic DI Joe Rafferty's latest case is in an enclosed Catholic convent.
It is anybody's guess whether he catches the murderer before religion catches
him.
*
A THRUST TO THE VITALS
*
ʻI immediately connected to the characters and wonderful plot.’
*
Can DI Joe Rafferty find the real murderer before he is forced to arrest his



brother, Mickey, for the crime?
*
DEATH DUES
*
ʻGeraldine Evans penned a wonderfully entertaining story.’
*
With his wife-to-be's wedding budget spiralling out of control, and a series of
muggings now escalated to murder, DI Joe Rafferty's attempts to control the
situations, land him in hot water on both counts.
*
ALL THE LONELY PEOPLE
*
ʻI’m hooked! After reading the first two books in the series, I’m a definite fan of
Geraldine Evans. Well written, nicely plotted, very entertaining.’
*
When Detective Inspector Joseph Rafferty visits his local pub for a quick drink,
he’s looking to forget his troubles, not add to them.
*
His ex-fiancée Abra is still refusing to talk to him, and he’s fast losing hope of a
reconciliation. But Rafferty is not destined to enjoy his drink in peace. Because a
man is found dead – stabbed in the pub’s car park – and a preoccupied Rafferty
is to lead the investigation.
*
RAFFERTY & LLEWELLYN BRITISH MYSTERY SERIES
Dead Before Morning #1
Down Among the Dead Men #2
Death Line #3
The Hanging Tree #4
Absolute Poison #5



Dying For You #6
Bad Blood #7
Love Lies Bleeding #8
Blood on the Bones #9#
A Thrust to the Vitals #10
Death Dues #11
All the Lonely People #12
Death Dance #13
Deadly Reunion #14
Kith and Kill #15
Asking For It #16
The Spanish Connection #17
Game of Bones #18

For fans of the Detective Bill Slider novels, the Dalziel and Pascoe series, LJ
Ross's DCI Ryan, and Stephanie Plum, the Rafferty 18-strong series is a perfect
fit.

Buy this book to learn about Joe Rafferty, his ne’er-do-well family, and po-faced
partner.

WEBSITE: https://geraldineevansbooks.com
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Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12: The Ultimate
Crime Fiction Collection
Are you a fan of crime fiction? Do you enjoy immersing yourself in
thrilling mysteries that keep you on the edge of your seat? If so, then the
Rafferty Llewellyn Boxed Set 12...

Dracula in the Ottoman Empire: Vlad the
Impaler
When we think of Dracula, often our minds wander off to the dark and
cold corners of Transylvania. However, the origin of this legendary figure
can be traced back to the...
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Barbie Mariposa The Fairy Princess has captured the hearts of millions
with her captivating adventures and enchanting world. And now, you can
dive into the magical realm of...

Make It Take It: Unleash Your Creativity with DIY
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If you love DIY crafts and unleashing your creativity, then Make It Take It
is the ultimate destination for you. With a wide range of craft projects and
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Have you ever witnessed the adorable scene of a little bird taking a bath?
It's heartwarming and captivating, leaving you in awe of nature's...

We Are Not Lost - Rediscovering Our Path in
the Modern World
The Age of Lost Souls In today's fast-paced world, it's easy to feel lost.
We are constantly bombarded with information, expectations, and
societal...
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Becoming a skilled actor requires dedication, passion, and a deep
understanding of the craft. While many aspiring actors dream of
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